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Follow the adventure of Zeus and his siblings. Poseidon, Hades, Hestia, Hera, and Demeter as

you discover how the Greek world came about, how the Titans came to be, the war which

leads to their fall, and how the Greek Olympian gods rise as they defeat the mighty Titans and

build their home a top Mount Olympus.This series of rhyme and great illustrations teaches the

child in a fun and exciting way about the great myths making it fun and adventurous. The Gods

and heroes are depicted as children themselves, allowing the reader to connect to the story as

if it could even be them in the book.

From School Library JournalGr 6 Up-Paver brings her intense research skills to Bronze Age

Greece to tell the story of Hylas, a young man who is an Outsider and is not allowed in the clan

village. He suddenly finds himself being hunted by fierce warriors he knows only as the Crows,

who seem bent on destroying him and all the remaining Outsiders. Hylas takes refuge in a

tomb where he discovers a dying man who gifts him with a bronze dagger and some cryptic

words about the answer being found in the sea. With help from his friend, Telamon, who is the

village chief's son, Hylas makes his way to the sea. There he is befriended by a dolphin named

Spirit that leads him to an island where he finds Pirra, the daughter of the High Priestess, who

has escaped to avoid a forced marriage to Telamon. While initially antagonistic toward each

other, Hylas and Pirra must work together not only to stay alive, but also to discover the truth

behind the dagger and why Hylas is being pursued. The added element of Hylas's friendship

with the dolphin adds a surreal quality to this story already filled with adventure and danger.

Paver brings this mysterious period of history to vibrant life in a compelling realistic narrative

with some fantasy flourishes. Who knew the Bronze Age could be so fascinating?-Tim

Wadham, Puyallup Public Library, WA;�†2• Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly

owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted. --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.Review"Paver brings this mysterious period of history to vibrant life in a

compelling realistic narrative with some fantasy flourishes. Who knew the Bronze Age could be

so fascinating?"--School Library Journal"Richly detailed and historically believable scenes

show Paver’s commitment to authenticity."--Kirkus Reviews"This first book in a new series is

sure to appeal to fans of Rick Riordan as well as Paver’s earlier Chronicles of Ancient

Darkness series."--Booklist --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorMichelle

Paver was born in Malawi in 1960 and moved to England when she was three. After gaining a

degree in biochemistry from Oxford, she became a partner in a City law firm, but gave that up

to write full-time. To research her stories about animals and the distant past, she has travelled

in the Arctic, the Mediterranean and Egypt, swum with dolphins and killer whales, and

encountered bears, boars and wolves. She is the author of the internationally bestselling

Chronicles of Ancient Darkness, the final book of which won the 2010 Guardian Children's

Fiction Prize. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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C. Kinney, “Perfect fun book about some of the Greek gods!. This is a perfect school age book

for probably 3rd maybe even 2nd through 5th grade... It's a fun rhyming book about how some

of the gods became.The illustrations are fantastic! Fun... and I have to say, would make a good

book report! Being a mom I think this book would be so much more fun to learn with!Thanks!”

Ruthe, “I want to read the series!. This little book could be headed for the Scholastic books (if

there is still such a program in schools today). I found it to be great for the younger reader.

The motivation of the character is well formed; the illustrations are superior. Are there more

published? or in the works? The forward implies that there is a series. I will be looking for

them for my young reading friends.”

blockhed66, “Awesome!. "Titans" is a well written, superbly illustrated tale that explains the

mythological origins of the Greek gods. Coder makes it easy for children to read and

understand without sacrificing historical accuracy. Highly recommend for children and those

who are children at heart.”

im2cre8iv, “Great book!. I am really into Greek mythology and wanted to share with my kids.

They all loved the illustrations in this book. The "momentum" of the book kept us reading until

the last page. Highly recommended!”

The book by Errol Coder has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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